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u CITIES SKYLINES DAS BRETTSPIEL

ANALOG INSTEAD OF DIGITAL

CITIES SKYLINES DAS BRETTSPIEL
COOPERATIVE URBAN DEV ELOPMENT
Cities Skylines is based on the computer game of the same name, published by Paradox Interactive. Aim of
the game is not simply a city as a compilation of buildings, but a city worth
living in, a city where the residents love
to live, and therefore - at the end - the
happiness of residents determines the
cooperative success of the game; however, the game is instantly lost if you
run out of money.
For your first game you should play the
introductory game and only use the
scenarios and their rules in later games.
For the introductory game you use
three out of six boards, marked A, B and
E, in given arrangement and displayed
backside up. Already the second step
of preparation - placing the administration board - shows that there are a lot
of parameters and symbols to consider
during the game: Tracks on the board
show Power, Water, Garbage, Happiness, Employment Bar, Pollution, Traffic and Crime, and there is a slot for the
City Treasury with is supplied with 12
money tokens at the start of the game.
Construction cards for three stages are
stacked and each player begins with
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three to seven cards from the Stage I
pile in case of four to one players. Then
you determine the starting player and
give him the Chirper token, the mascot
from the computer game.
And then we begin with tackling the
first Milestone, meaning the completion of a board part, and already we
have to take our first cooperative decision. How much money shall we spend
to turn over the board - A costs 2 money,
B costs 4, and E costs 5 money to turn,
and we do not really know yet what the
boards have to offer. They always show
city districts, bordered by streets and
the board edges, and have a water area
somewhere. The districts are made up
of square grids, into which we place the
building tiles during the game.
The game flow is basically very simple:
The active player
- Plays one of his construction cards
and draws a card from one of the
stacks, or
- Exchanges a construction card, or
- Completes a Milestone.
All player discuss what the active play-

er should do, but the final decision is
made by the active player.
Specifications for playing a construction card are:
- Cards for service buildings or utility
buildings must be paid for as stated; construction cards for green
residential, blue commercial and
yellow industrial zones are free.
- Buildings to place must meet the
requirements for building type,
district, adjacent buildings, etc.,
to allow placement, and of course
there must be room for them in the
intended district.
- Each building has consequences
for /effects on the tracks on the
Administration Board; it can, for instance, raise pollution or crime, use
water, produce garbage, provide
power or raise happiness.
Dagmar de Cassan
A well-working simulation and a sometimes hairtearingly tight game; money is a deciding factor,
but manageable, the requirements due to available
cards and building are much more difficult.

Deciding factors in the game are the
City Treasury and those tracks on the
Administration Board:
- If a payment must be made and
there is not enough money in the
City Treasury, you cannot play the
respective card. When the City

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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Treasury is empty, the game is lost.
- Cards that would move the markers for Power, Water or Garbage
beyond the red negative track,
cannot be played; you can play
cards that would go beyond the
green track part, but without effect on the track.
- On the tracks for Pollution, Traffic
and Crime the top value cannot be
topped; 0 can be passed, by does
not give any advantages.
- The limits on the Employment Bar
cannot be crossed in any direction.
- When happiness exceeds 25, the
surplus points are immediately
transferred to the overall Happiness score marker, the skyline token. BUT - if happiness falls below
-5, the game is lost immediately.

REVIEW

When the markers on the utility tracks
for power, water and garbage are in the
red, you reduce the happiness track by
one step for each step in the red on
those tracks; the markers on the tracks
retain positions! Then the current happiness level is marked on the Skyline. If
if would reach -10 or fall below -10, the
game is lost.
Otherwise, then the City Treasury pay
one money token for each step of the
marker below 0 on the Employment
Bar back into the bank.
Finally, you turn over - again by paying for it - the next board and align it
correctly. This turning over of the next
board can expand districts from the
previous board and thus open new
possibilities, you should try to plan
ahead, especially if you are already fa-

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

We are happy to present the latest issue
of WIN, 535/536, offering another review
of an Spiel novelty, Cities Skylines, another example for the many-faceted offers
in this years autumn releases, and also
an example of the latest, if not newest,
trend in games, cooperative games. No
trend, but an extraordinary and unusual single factor are the various issues of
UNDO. I would have loved to do another
“big” review, but that would unfortunately have been rather full of spoilers, so
try it out yourself!
Finally, another reminder of the 33nd edition of our Games Compendium, which
is again full of content and most informative, we can present 742 games from
106 publishers worldwide. Of course
we publish again in a German and an
English edition and free for download
at http:// www.gamescompanion.at.
If you do not want to play a card, but
change a card instead, you pay 2 money - a very costly decision, as it equals
your starting capital - and then you discard the card openly and draw a card
from one of the three stack, or, if available, from the discard pile.

miliar with boards and know what to
expect. It is, by the way, of course possible to build on a board that has been
scored for a Milestone!
Finally, all players can discard any number of cards they want and replenish
their hand from the face-down stacks.

When all are of the opinion that all options and possibilities of a board have
been used, the active player can decide
to complete the Milestone. There must
be, however, at least one building in
each of the districts.

If you want to complete the last Milestone, there must be minimum two
buildings in all quarters.
The last milestone is scored like the
previous ones.

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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After that you reduce the Overall Happiness on the Skyline by 1 for each step
below 0 for the markers on the tracks
for pollution, traffic and crime.

and are in effect until either replaced
by a new News card or discarded at the
end of a Milestone. For Scenario 5, you
use any boards in any arrangement.

If we did not lose due to lack of money,
only unresolvable actions being available or happiness at -5 or overall happiness at -10 in the Skyline, we can now
check the Success Table for what we
have achieved:
<0:
Dying City
0-10:
City of now importance.
11-20: Ambitions City
21-30: Busy City
31-40: Showcase City
41-50: Boom City
51-60: Grand City
61+:
Heavenly City

Definitely an excellent and well-working simulation, pleasantly also simulating a bit of reality by buildings effecting
not only other buildings, but also the
status of the city from water supplies
to employment numbers. Accordingly,
you have to take lots of factors into
consideration and plan quite far ahead.
So far so good and also what one wishes, were there not - at least for me - one
great disadvantage: Somehow I had,
despite us managing not to lose the
game outright - the feeling that I was
played by the game; our cooperative
decision were very often restricted to
what was possible based on the available cards of the active player, and obviously additionally restricted by available room in the district or prerequisites of the buildings and the status of
the City Treasury.

Scenarios provide new rules building
on those from previous scenarios - Scenario 1 provides Unique Buildings for
advantages, but needing lots of room;
Scenario 2 introduces role cards with
special abilities; and Scenario 3 comes
with Policies cards, shuffled into Stacks
II and III; they are played like construction cards, are paid for and discarded,
but cannot be exchanged for two
money. In Scenario 4 you use News
cards, providing disadvantages and restricting options. They are shuffled into
Stacks II and III, are displayed openly
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case in our games, not that big a problem as we believed it might be. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

1-4

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

AGE:

10+
TIME:

70+

EVALUATION
Urban development, cooperation
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-working simulation * Good design using lots of symbols * Very often only few real
options available
Compares to:
Urban development using complex fact
interaction
Other editions:
Kosmos (en)

All the same, the overall verdict is that
of a faultless, if rather abstract, urban
development game using a plethora
of symbols, which simulates very realistically the development of a city from
scratch, will all the problems involved.
Money, by the way, is, at least it was the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS

CHANGE OF PERCEPTIONS

NEWTON

STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.

SCIENCTISTS ON THE MOVE
Newton is not only a measurement unit or
a scientist, but now also a very good expert
game by Nestore Mangone and Simone
Luciani, published by Cranio Creations and
distributed by Asmodee. Simone Luciano
was also involved in the creation of the excellent game Lorenzo il Magnifico.
Newton is intended for 1 to 4 players and
the publishers states a minimum age of 12
years. I believe, however, that there are very
few 12 year olds for whom this rather complex game would be suitable; of course, if
you only play it for the sake of playing it, the
rules are straightforward, put the planning
is rather substantial.
The topic of Newton might be guessed
from the mechanisms, but could as easily
be replaced by a plethora of other topics.
The front cover of the box does not give you
many hints; it only shows a portrait of Isaac
Newton on an eye-catching green apple.
This green apple, by the way, is given the
job of starting player token in the game.
The duration of the game should come out
somewhere between 90 and 120 minutes
in case of four players. If there are fewer
players, the time reduces itself accordingly,
I would suppose about 15 minutes per
player. For the first game, one is usually a bit
overtaxed on the question about what it is
best to do when.

REVIEW

After having completed the rather copious
set-up of the game, you should take a good
and close look at the two game boards, as
those influence your approach to the game
during all of the game. As there are never all
components (tiles on the game boards) in
play, and those tiles are displayed variably
and randomly, each game takes a very different course.
Now a few impressions of the game course
itself. Each player begins the game with
six action cards which only differ in the arrangement of the folios already present folios are colorful books in colors of orange,
blue and green - which means that all players have the same five action options, as
one of the cards is a “joker” action.
Furthermore, each player has a player
board, which differs in the “upgrading” of
one of the various action options.
Hans Mostböck
A good game with excellent action mechanisms, it
needs a lot of planning and offers several strategies
for winning; I will play it often and with pleasure.
On your player board you find a bookcase,
which plays a very important role in the acquisition of points, as well as slots for travel
cubes and books. You also put down the
action cards on the desk depicted on the
board. You receive a starting capital in the
guise of coins, value 2.

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u NEWTON

Furthermore, each player receives four master cards, which should basically be drafted,
but I strongly advise against this for the first
game; this is also mentioned in the rules.
You have, as already mentioned, no real
idea of what could be useful in the game,
therefore you can save the time to select
cards which you can not yet assess properly.
During the game is is, on top of that, rather
difficult in general to be able to play those
master cards.
Besides the two game boards for travelling
and technology, three action cards each
are displayed, which are of varying power
and available. On the boards, you randomly
distribute Objective tiles, Specializing tiles,
Invention tiles, Bonus tiles, University tiles,
Ancient Land tiles and City tiles. Then, we
need to prepare additional tiles - tiles for
ideas, income, potions and coins. Of course,
every player receives a summary tile showing bonus actions and options.
After a starting player tile has been assigned, we can finally begin and take the
first of five actions that will be resolved in
six rounds. In turn, each player puts an action card n the desk on his board, does the
action and uses the eventual bonus, in any
order, the bonus only after additionally
acquired action cards. The starting player
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changes after each round, five actions, that
are, in clockwise direction.
Those are the possible action options: Work,
Technology, Travel, Lessons and Study.
With Work, you mostly generate money.
Money is necessary to intensify action, to
pay for travel costs, to acquire helpful potions or students, or to increase the selection of action cards. On the Work track you
can also acquire specializations, or achieve
an invention tile which enables an action
and provides points or bonuses, or unlock
a master card or acquire a Objective tile for
victory points at the end of the game.
With Technology, you move a student on
the respective board to arrive at invention
tiles there, to collect bonus tiles - only the
first player to arrive at at a given tile gets the
bonus - or to arrive at specialization tiles or
various Objective tiles. Every student, however, moves in a kind of dead-end lane in
which he cannot turn around and where
the paths end either on a Objective tile, a
specialization tile or on a case for activation
of a master card. Only by making use of another one of the four students that are available can you reach other objectives.
Travel works similar to Technology. You
move, however, always only one Scientist

any path of your choice towards various
objectives. The travel board also shows Ancient Lands and Universities, which become
important for the Study action. It is important to know that tiles are only activated,
if your move ends exactly on such a tile;
you are, however, allowed to forfeit surplus
steps. On the travel board you place a travel
cube on the tile to mark, on the one hand,
that you have been there and, on the other
hand, to eventually unlock scores on your
board by placing the last travel cubes.
The action Lesson is used to acquire important additional action cards which are available in three levels of power. Cards have one
action each and also a bonus in the guise of
additional actions or folios. The action cards
are important also on the grounds that, after each round, an action cards, usually and
preferably one of the starting cards, is slid
under the desk and enhances the respective action, but at the cost of missing that
action from your your hand. This is one of
the facts that alsways force you to make decisions.
For the Study action, you place your books
onto the bookshelf which can unlock an
income of points after each round - probably the most important means to achieve
victory points. Furthermore, after any three

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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The Joker action is exclusively available from
the starting card actions and you can use it
to do any action of your choice. The Joker
symbol, however, does not have an effect in
subsequent actions.
An interesting mechanism for these actions is that an action always takes on the
strength equal to the total of the respective
action symbols displayed on your desk. You
can also strengthen an action by one by
paying two coins - your total starting capital.
As I have mentioned at the start, the game
demands quite a lot of planning. On the
one hand, you want to collect bonus tiles
as often as possible and also certain action
cards, but, on the other hand you want to
place books in the bookshelf as early as possible to achieve points income as early, as
high and as often as possible. Despite book
shelfs and conditions to place the books are
the same for all players, there are several
approaches to this objective, so that not everybody will do the same thing always.
Placement of books always demands a prerequisite. You either need a combination of
folios - which are either displayed by master
cards or by action cards, or you must have
placed a travel cube on the respective tile

www.gamesjournal.at

on the travel board. Those prerequisites can
by avoided by discarding of potions. But
those must have been collected previously,
and this is possible by using action cards,
bonuses on the boards or maybe even as
income.
You also need combinations of folios to arrive at objective tiles on the game boards.
Only if you have marked the respective
objective tiles with a travel marker or a student, you may score the points for an objective - they are there for nearly everything,
but for different things in different games
- for instance for locations you reached, for
money, potions, bonus tiles, and so on.
The rules of the game are rather well structured and, helpfully, also well illustrated.
All symbols that occur in the game are described easily understandable. All master
cards, too, are explicitly explained despite
the fact that the symbols are easily understood after a few games. The master cards
all have a fixed point value when they have
been played. The point value is nicely and
plausibly balanced with the effect of the
card - usually either an action but also folios.
The effects themselves, however, are very
different. Therefore, the cards should be
normally drafted at the start of the game.
The graphic design on the boards, in my
opinion, is very functional, with the exception of the cost for paths on the travel
boards; beginners could suspect that these

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

Hans Mostböck

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

1-4

Designer: N. Mangone, S. Luciani
Artist: atelier198, Andreas Resch
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Cranio Creations
www.asmodee.de

AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it kr pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Needs some gaming experience * Lots of
planning necessary * Good rules * High
replay value * (c) Images Henk Rolleman,
jenjkz, BGG
Compares to:
Games using a mix of Draftig, Deck Building,
tile placement and hand management
Other editions:
CMON (en), Cranio Creations (it), Ediciones MasQueOca (es), Lucrum Games (pl), Meeple PR
Jogos (pt), Pixie Games (fr), sternenschimmermeer (kr), Yoka Games (cn),

My rating:

books out of a total of tvelve have been
placed, this unlocks a bonus of potion,
money, master card or points.

also could be cases
on the board. If I have
to evaluate the game
with a points system,
I would give it nearly
the highest value - it
is a good game for
experienced players,
but not a family game.
The numerous components are mostly made
from cardboard, but
very functional.
I have not and will not
try the solitaire version,
as for me, the allure of
a board game is in the
competition with other players. The game is,
however, equally suitable and well working
for all numbers from
2-4 players.
In my opinion, the
game has the potential
to end up on the table of experienced players. I will play it again gladly and often. þ
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A CARD GAME ON A BUCOLIC LANDSCAPE

KEY FLOW
FOUR SEASONS AT KEYDOM

KEY FLOW is essentially a card game that
uses the mechanics of “draft” as its base
and is obviously a “spin-off” of the game
KEY FLOWER of the same designers (Breese
and Bleasdale): we come back again on the
“County of Keydom” and our task is to help
our village to grow and prosper. The game
can be played by 2 to 6 gamers and lasts
between 60 and 90 minutes (depending on
their number).

fect the heart of KEY FLOW and should be
divided in six different decks: (a) – Starting
buildings (6 cards); (b) – Shops (6); (c) –
Spring cards (36, of which 12 are “K” cards);
(d) – Summer (42, with 12 “K”); (e) – Autumn
(42, with 12 “K”); (f) – Winter (60, with 30 “K”).
Their use will be explained later.

The box has a lot of components and a few
cardboard dividers to keep in order all the
materials, but I suggest using some small
plastic bags to pack each type separately
and therefore to help the storage and the
future set-up of the game.

games: in KEY FLOW they represent the different resources: Iron (40 pieces), Wood (40),
Stone (40) and Gold (60). Finally, we have
some tiles (abilities and improvements) and
a bunch of “keyple” tokens (remember that
“keyple” means “workers” in Keydom). All
the components are of good quality, but try
to protect the cards anyway.

The cards unfortunately are not of standard
dimensions (49x93 mm) and it is not easy
to find the right transparent sleeves, but it
is strongly recommended to find them as
they are intensely used. The cards are in ef-
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We find also the usual “octagonal cylinders”
used in near almost the Breese/Bleasdale

The set-up of KEY FLOW is a bit laborious as
you have to prepare the different card decks
(one per season) depending on the number

of players (some cards must be sorted and
placed back in the box), then you have to
divide each of them in “standard” and “K”
cards (the later showing the available buildings). Then you place all the tokens on the
table leaving enough space in front of each
player to let him develop his village. See picture 2 - Set up for 4 players..
Pietro Cremona
A change on the “Keydom series”: cards and draft are
the mechanics used for this game and everything
works well, but on a lower level than KEY FLOWER
Then a starting card (Home building) is
given to each player, together with 6 Spring
cards and 5 “Winter K cards”: finally, all the

“K” cards are added to their season’s deck
and well mixed. We are now ready to go.
Before starting the game, players should
carefully look at the “Winter K Cards” that
they received as they are a sort of “objectives” and may be important to direct your
game, at least initially. If, for example, you
got a “K” card that may give you 7 VP for
each couple of “cow and gold” you should
try to collect as much cows as possible during the game and to build factories to produce or convert gold, and so on.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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their “K” cards and we may start the “Spring
draft”: each player select one of his spring
cards and place it (covered) on the table,
passing the others to his left. Then the selected cards are turned and added to the
village (remember: the first building, Home,
was given at the start-up) following some
rules:

Example Spring cards - first row buildings,
second row standard cards,
Another important warning: the “production” buildings may be found only in the
“Spring” and “Summer” decks, while in Autumn the players will find many “storage”
buildings while in Winter most of the cards

www.gamesjournal.at

are “objectives”. Therefore, in the first two
turns the players should try to get as many
production buildings as possible in order
to be able to produce e regular flow of resources during the complete game.

(a) Each village is composed of two rows
of cards;
(b) The first row may contain only buildings, and they are connected by the
road that is printed on the bottom part
of each card. In Summer some cards
may also contain a boat, each with a
specific bonus;
(c) The second row is for the other cards
that show a river (fields and ports):
they must be staggered to assure the
“continuity” of the road. In other words,
you should be able to reach any card of
the two rows using the roads;
(d) – The “keyple” cards must be superposed to the different buildings of the
first row (following specific rules that
we will see later).

All that said let’s come back to the table:
we left the time to the players to examine

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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Once that all the six “Spring” cards are
played the seven “Summer” cards are distributed and the game goes on with the
same rules, with eight cards in Autumn and
nine in Winter.
Let’s look at picture 4 to comment an example. The first card on the left of the first row
is the starting building (received at the setup) and the other buildings (workshop, stable, smelter and quarryman) were added in
spring and summer, while the second row
includes three rivers cards (cow, port and
pork). The “cow” card, when played, gave
a pickaxe tile and a stone token, while the
pork one offered an anvil tile and an iron token. Those are one time “bonus” and can be
taken only when you play the card.

The most difficult rules to teach and learn
are about the use of the “workers” cards
(you see them above the buildings in picture 4) and here is a short summary of them:

10
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(1) - The cards with just ONE worker may
be placed over an empty building that
will be activated with this move, giving
resources or gold;
(2) – The cards with TWO workers may
be placed over empty buildings or
on those that already have one (only)
card;
(3) – The cards with THREE workers may
be placed on any building (empty or
with one or two cards);
(4) – You may use a ONE worker cards in
a building that contain already 1 or 2
cards ONLY if you use a special “keyple”
token (that can be obtained with some
actions)

may still play those cards, but in the adjacent villages (with right or left arrows): of
course, you will benefit of that building bonus (and sometimes you really need one of
them), but the “worker” card will remain in
the village of your neighbor. Most of those
cards have more than one arrow, so you
may decide which of them to use.

To keep things more complicated Breese
and Bleasdale decided to add some little
“arrows” on the workers cards: you may play
those cards in your village only if they have
an arrow that points to you. Otherwise you

The game goes on without variations until
the end of Autumn; and now arrives the
moment where you must select your favorite “Winter K” card (remember? You got 5 of
them at the set-up) and place it in your vil-

At the end of each season all the worker
cards of your village are collected and
placed aside, under a special card (called
“Shop”) where they rest until the game’s
end, as we will see. Please note that each
season has a different color for the workers,
and those colors may be important to fulfil
some final objectives.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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and this obliges you to
purchase also cards that
offer those resources
(combos are very powerful); do not forget that
you may use the buildings of your neighborhoods, so when you get
some worker cards look
carefully at their arrows;
KEY FLOW is a good and
quite interactive game,
even if there is nothing
really new and clearly
the Company tried to
use the popularity of his
brother (KEY FLOWER).
If you do not know the
games of the Keydom
series this game is for
you: and if you will like
it you shall also try some
other titles later. þ

The first card on the left of row gives to the
player 5 VP for any group of 5 resources still
owned at the end of the game. If that card is
improved it will grant 7 VP.
The second card says that for each set of different ability tiles a player receives 7 VP
The third card gives 1 VP for each blue worker in the “shop”, and so on.
To “improve” one building (as in many previous games from the two designers) you
must use your home card or a stable card:
both types allow you to move resources
along the roads AND to improve one or two
buildings.
The game ends when the winter draft is
finished: at this point some calculations
should be done:
(I)

Calculate the value of the goods in
your storage buildings
(II) Add the value of your buildings
(most of the VP arrive if you improved
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them, and some have even two improvement possible, so they may offer many VP)
(III) Add the VP of the “improvement” tiles
(each of them may be “improved”
and therefore turned on the back,
were it offers 1 VP).
(IV) Look at the “Winter K” and find those
that offer extra VP
(V) Each gold token has a value of 1 VP
The player with the higher total obviously
wins the game.
Let me proceed with some personal considerations: in Spring you should try to take as
many buildings as you can, even if you do
not place other cards; the winter “K” cards
that you got at the set-up are very important and you should select one of them as a
guide for the first turns, especially if it will be
able to offer many VP if you collect certain
resources or animals (that are printed on
the cards); you will have plenty of time to
set aside what it is necessary if you played
the right buildings in Spring and Summer;
you also need to place as soon as possible
a second “stable” (to get more transport
points and the possibility to make more
improvements) as you will surely need to
move resources from one card to another
to produce new resources; remember that
each “production” card is specialized and
therefore needs a certain type of resource,

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Breese, Bleasdale, Vincent
Artist: Vicky Dalton
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publ.: R&D Games / HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

2–6
AGE:

14+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Cards, drafting
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Planning necessary, but make use of any
opportunity * Reasonable playing time *
Good interaction among players * Rules are
a little bit confusing and you need different
reading
Compares to:
Key Flower
Other editions:
Angry Lion Games (kr)

My rating:

lage, putting the other four into the winter
deck that will be again mixed before distributing 8 cards to each player: then the final
draft phase may start. It is important to note
that the “standard” winter cards contain
only workers (blue color) while the “K” ones
are all objectives. Let’s look at an example
in picture 5.
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u BANK ALARM / DIE TAVERNEN IM TIEFEN THAL

BANK ALARM

MILLIONS IN MINUTES
You have maximum five minutes to grab 50 millions. As a
team, you want to cooperatively
loot millions, but the Boss unit
tells you what to do.
The safe is filled with twelve
gold bullions and closed. Twelve
tools are set out, at the start
they are not assigned to players.
Money is stacked in values of 1,
3 and 5 millions. The game unit
= the Boss is switched on and

7
asks players to choose a role.
Accordingly, each player selects
a role - hacker, moneyman, explosives expert or scout - and
takes a seat at the table at the
corresponding side of the unit;
regardless of the number of
players, a minimum of two roles
must always be selected for a
game.
Possible commands given by
the Boss unit are: * Gib - give:

DIE TAVERNEN IM TIEFEN THAL

GUESTS, BEAR AND DOUBLOONS
New guests for the host, providing money for tavern upgrade
to attract noblemen. Basically,
you use dice to profitably upgrade your personal deck of
cards. Five modules that build
on each other allow you to play
in varying degrees of difficulty.
Module I Tavernenausbau is
the core game, so to say, you
upgrade your tavern in eight
rounds of seven phases each:

12

A) Next evening for a bonus. B)
Put cards to tables. C) Take one
dice per waitress from phase
B or permanently hired one
and roll them, maximum 3. D)
Roll four white dice and draft
them. E) Place white and your
own dice on action slots. F) Resolve planned actions - serve
guest and empty cash box for
money; deliver beer, visit of beer
merchant and barrel for beer;

ISSUE 535/536 / NOV/DEC 2019

Give the tool item to the player
named by the Boss * Tauscht Swap items: The Boss unit names
two items to swap, not their
owners * Nutze - use: the owner
of the named item presses his
button * Schnappt euch grab:
Moneyman takes money * Aufgepasst - attention: All press their
buttons. Pressing buttons too
late, or the pressing a button by
a player not targeted by the unit
constitutes a mistake; the Boss
unit warns if there is only one
possible mistake left - in Level
1, four mistakes are tolerated,
in consecutive levels only three
mistakes. When the alarm is triggered, the game is lost. If Not,
the team might end up with up
to 50 millions and has won the
game.
Elaborate game unit for a wellworking, attractive cooperative
reaction game, which has - besides the five normal levels - a
hidden 6th level to offer, which
is unlocked when level 5 is resolved without mistakes; it has
the new command “switch roles
- Rollentausch”. þ

INFORMATION

monk for movement on the
monastery track for bonuses.
Doubloons r and beer received
allow additional actions - buy
tavern cards, upgrade tavern,
hire workers and entice guests/
noblemen. G) Closing time clean-up or end of game; you
win with most victory points on
your cards.
Modules II to V supplement the
game with: II - Schnapps for
bonus actions; III - Reputation
for Schnapps and Nobles, IV Individual starting conditions and
V) guest book entries for for bonuses.
A cute and clever topic, very
thematically implemented with
beautiful components and basically simple rules; the phases
provide coherent development
ending in earning of money and
beer to upgrade the tavern and
entice guests; interaction is limited and strategies varied. This
and the modules provide high
replay value. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Megableu 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Reaction, cooperation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sophisticated game unit *
Simple rules * Cooperation
by quick reactions
Compares to:
Reaction games with time
limits
Other editions:
Megableu (fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 38 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Deck building, dice drafting
+ placing
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice components
* Topic very well implemented * Simple core rules
* Little interaction
Compares to:
Combinations of deck building with
dice drafting and dice placing
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), G3 (pl), / NorthStar
(en), Schmidt Spiele (en fr)
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FENIX / FILLIT t

FENIX

RETURN LIKE A PHOENIX
Confrontation of two armies, a
defeated king can return like a
phoenix from the ashes!
Players decide on the 9x9 board
or the more difficult 7x8 board
and receive 28 or 21 pieces of
one color, laid out in a triangle
formation in their corner of the
board. In their first five turns,
both players form one king and
three generals by stacking of
pieces - two for a general and

three for the king, the remaining single pieces on the board
are soldiers.
Then players alternate turns to
move one unit - soldiers move
orthogonally one step, generals
move orthogonally over any distance or up to an obstacle; the
king moves one step orthogonally or diagonally in each of the
eight possible directions.
Striking of opposing pieces is

FILLIT

PATHS ACROSS THE BOARD
Pieces on their way across the
board. The board comprises 61
hexagon cases, depending on
player numbers and chosen arrangement variant you place
colored stones into the board;
the starting positions for player
pawns are also pre-determined.
With four players, you play in
two teams - each player has his
own pawn, but each team has
only chips of one color for use

www.gamesjournal.at
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by both team members., IN a
game with two and three players, you can also opt to play on a
reduced board of 37 cases.
You take turns to play, in a game
of four in the order of red-blueyellow-green, and must move
your pawn as well as a stone in
your personal or team color, you
can select the order of those
movements. The pawn moves
straight across hex edges to the

compulsory - soldiers or king
strike by jumping over an opposing piece on an adjacent
case to an empty case immediately behind it, soldiers only
orthogonally, the king in any
direction. The general also
strikes by jumping over an opposing piece, but can also jump
over empty cases in front of a
piece or behind a piece. If you
can strike again after a strike,
you must do so. As pieces thus
defeated are removed only at
the end of the turn, you cannot
jump over an already defeated
piece. Defeated generals and
kings must be formed again in
the immediate next move, or
the formation is forfeit; only one
general per turn! If you cannot
form a new king immediately
after yours was defeated, you
have lost.
An alluring variant of striking
pieces; the new formation of
pieces and the compulsory
striking - striking has precedence over piece formation demands special tactics and lots
of planning ahead. þ

INFORMATION

next obstacle or the edge of the
board or the central case; the
hexes the pawn crosses, including the target hex, are filled with
chips of your personal or your
team color. If you move across
opposing chips, you give them
back to their owner. Chips are
NOT obstacles for pawn movement. If you can move your
pawn, you must do it, and cannot block yourself my moving
a stone first. A stone is moved
one step in any direction to the
adjacent hex; if this is taken, the
contents switch places. If you
are first to be out of chips, you
win instantly.
An elegant little game with lots
of depth; the selecting of stone
and pawn movement order allow you to open new paths for
your pawn due to switching
places with the stone. You try to
keep an eye on opponents and
their number of chips in stock,
and yet the game end can arrive as a surprise, especially in a
game of three players. A marvelous game without lots of downtime. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Fred Horn
Artist: Andreas Resch, Huch!
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Piece placement, combination formation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful flame design
* Simple rules * Striking is
compulsory
Compares to:
Placement with combination formation
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Ryo Nakamura
Artist: Masanori Ise
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publ.: radiuthree / Japon Brand 2019
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Abstract, piece placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Works well with all player
numbers * Lots of tactic
from selectable order of
pawn/stone movement *
Plays quickly without much
downtime
Compares to:
Abstract move & deposit pieces
games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u GO, GORILLA! / GRIZZLY

GO, GORILLA!

GORILLA VS. PALM TREE
A palm tree is set up and the
monkey placed on top of it, but
the Gorilla tries to topple the
tree. The game is set up with a
ramp from the box bottom to
the base for the tree; the palm
trunk parts in three colors and
three sizes and the palm leaves
are set out.
As active player you roll the die:
For a color dot result, you put a
trunk piece of this color on the

3

top leaf or the base, or pass if
there is no part of that color
left. For a neutral dot you can
select any trunk part. When you
have placed a trunk part, you
put the top palm leaf on top. If
you rolled the Gorilla symbol,
you push him out of the dent
at the top of the ramp and let it
roll towards the palm tree. If the
Gorilla topples the tree or parts
fall off, you put all fallen parts

GRIZZLY

CATCHING SALMON AT THE WATERFALL!
We take on the role of bears
and go catching salmon at the
waterfall. The board is set up to
form a river plus waterfall, each
lane is filled with six water tiles.
Ten more tiles are stacked and
topped with the rock; the rest is
water stock. Salmons are in the
river below the waterfall and, at
the start, on water tiles nearest
to the edge of the waterfall.
At the start of a round, the start-

14

6

ing player rolls, for all players,
the waterfall events for all lanes:
1) Water flows -> a tile is added
to the lane, tiles at the edge fall
off, bears and salmon on them
fall down, too. 2) Salmon jump
up and are put on water tiles in
the lane, starting at the edge,
only one salmon per tile and not
on water tiles with a bear.
Then the bears move, in turn,
starting with the starting player
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back into stock for re-use and
continue to play. If the Gorilla
only shifts parts of the tree, you
continue play, too. If parts fall
off during player turns, you also
put them back into stock. When
three leaves have been placed
on the tree, you put the monkey
on top. If the tree remains standing, all have won together.
In the advanced version you
must place three banana chips
on the tree leaves onto the banana spots on the leaves.
If you play the competitive variant, each player builds his own
tree, he receives one trunk piece
of each color/size. The ramp for
the Gorilla is pointed at the tree
of the active player, if he rolls the
Gorilla symbol. If you are first to
complete a palm tree with three
leaves and the monkey on top,
you win.
The special feature of this game
are the the very pretty and
sturdy components; topic and
mechanism are standard, but
nicely implemented. þ

INFORMATION

- any distance on orthogonally
adjacent tiles; not on occupied
tiles and without jumping over
bears. Rocks between lanes
block changing lanes at that
point. If you encounter a salmon, you pick it up; when a bear
returns to the Bear Rock, he secures his salmons. A bear that
slides down the waterfall on a
tile, loses unsecured salmon and
starts again at Bear Rock. If your
stock of water tile is depleted
and you need to start taking
water tiles from the stack under
the rock tile, you win at the end
of the round with most salmon;
when all salmon has been collected, you win instantly with
most salmon.
Simply pretty, simply simple,
simply good - the components
are very functional and very
attractive, the mechanism is
simple, the quantum tactic in
movement and securing peps
up the dice rolls! A game equally
wells suited for children and for
families. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: Susana Haslet
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Goula / Diset 2019
www.goula.es

EVALUATION
Stacking, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de + 7 languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive components
* Simple rules * Standard
mechanisms and topic
Compares to:
Stacking games with
destruction risk
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: A. Oppolzer, S. Kloß
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Collect
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty components *
Components provide lots
of flair * Simple rules * A bit
of tactic
Compares to:
Niagara for waterfall,
otherwise collecting with securing/
losing loot
Other editions:
Currently none
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HOKUS POKUS FLIPIBUS / IT’S GETTIN‘ DICEY t

HOKUS POKUS FLIPIBUS

INGREDIENTS FOR THE CAULDRON
Lessons in potion brewing, ingredients for individual potions
must be put into the cauldron
quickly. Each player has a deck
of ingredient cards, sorted by
numbers 1 to 7 from bottom
to top, and puts it down facedown. Ingredient chips are distributed separately apart - no
overlapping - on the foam disc
in the box. Then, each player
turns up his top ingredient card

6

and tries, as quickly as possible,
to make the ingredients depicted on the card jump into his
cauldron in his hand - but NOT
by pushing them.
Sliding pressure towards the
edge works best, if you press
down on the chip vertically in its
middle does not move the chip
at all.
If you have put all ingredients
into your cauldron - pay atten-

IT’S GETTIN‘ DICEY

ROLL DICE QUICKLY!

Rolling dice as fast as possible
while calculating in your head!
Each player has one red, one
blue and one yellow die, and a
number of cards equal to number of players minus 1 are displayed. All roll their dice simultaneously and keep rolling until
the result corresponds to one
of the cards on display; you can
also set aside dice and re-roll
them anytime later.
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The challenges represents results of calculation operations,
depicted on the cards by red,
yellow blue or green squares; a
grey square always represents
a die of any color, and there are
also challenges that only use
two dice. Examples for challenges on display can be: Grey
+ grey + grey = 8, or red-blue =
yellow; or red > yellow. Or even
numbers only on all dice or odd

tion to shape and color - you
shout Flipibus; all stop and you
check your cauldron. If all is correct you take the recipe card for
a point and all others set aside
their card. In a game of two
players, the other player gets
his card for a point, if you made
a mistake. In all other cases, you
are out of the round with a mistake and the others go on playing. If several players call Flipibus at the same time and their
cauldrons are correct, all take
their card for a point. For a new
round, all reveal their next card
- with the same number. If you
have completed three potions,
thereby collecting three points,
you win.
The topic, by now, is somewhat
overtaxed standard, but is still
good for pretty visuals and a variety of mechanisms - here you
collect mechanically, the snipping off the foam pad works
very well. A nice and well-made
variation of the topic; the limitation to three players is probably
due to the need for space round
the central ingredient cauldron.
þ

INFORMATION

numbers only or numbers in
sequence, e.g. 2-3-4 or 4-5-6, or
numbers must be bigger than
the previous ones with the biggest number on the red die. So,
you need to look closely, calculate quickly and also recognize
and resolve calculation operators like bigger than or smaller
than.
When you have achieved a result for a challenge, you grab the
card and are out of play for the
round, When all cards are taken
and only one player left without
a card, you display new cards for
a new round. Whoever has won
seven cards first, wins the game.
If more than one player achieve
this within a round, the players
involved in this tie continue to
play until only one player alone
has won most cards.
A fast, thrilling and challenging game, ideal for travel as it is
stored in a bag; and, of course, it
offers good practice for pattern
recognition and fast calculating
in your head. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2-3

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Y. K. / T. Concept
Artist: Markus Erdt
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Snipping, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Nicely
varied * Mechanism works
well
Compares to:
Snipping-at-target-tocollect games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Ken Gruhl
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Spin Master 2019
www.spinmaster.com

EVALUATION
Dice, calculations
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cooperation with Marbles
Brain Workshop * Most
simple rules * Calculations
also simple
Compares to:
Dice games using calculation results
Other editions:
Currently none
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u KINDERSPIELE AUS ALLER WELT / KIPPELINO

KINDERSPIELE AUS ALLER WELT

FROM FRANCE TO AUSTRALIA
In the series Meine ersten Spiele,
which is designed for having
age-relevant fun with simple
rules, the collection offers 24
games from six continents. In
two versions, you use cards with
games from all six continents,
marked with 0 to 5 for North
America, South America, Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia.
In the Einführungsspiel you fly
the plane to the continent of

4

the top card - it is named on the
front side - and then play the respective game; if you win it, you
score a point. When four cards
are played, you win with most
points. In the Weltentdeckerspiel,
you use all 24 cards, stacked
face-down. All give a guess on
the continent of the top card,
based on the images on the
back side; if you are right, you
score a point. Then the plane

KIPPELINO

BUILD A TREEHOUSE TOGETHER
We build levels for a tree house
- one board + two wooden disks
+ one board, and so on. You begin the construction with the
basis board, it is set out and you
put two wooden disks on the
marked spots. Then, players are
active builders in turn.
The active builder takes the top
building board from the facedown draw pile for boards and
puts it - plank side up - in any

16

5

orientation on top of the two
wooden discs. Then you take
two discs and put them on the
newly placed board, on the colored spots that are indicated by
the ravens on the top board on
the draw pile. You may put the
discs on the board before you
place the board and can also
straighten the stack carefully,
but you cannot remove something from the stack. Assistance
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is flown to the continent and
the game is played, the winner
scores a point. In this version,
too, you win with most points
after four cards.
Game options are mostly dexterity and action games - throw
cubes, clap other players hands,
throw marbles, throw a stick,
put shoes on a chair, throw tin,
puff ball away, push marbles
through opening, find items in
the room according to result of
a color die roll or find a hidden
ball or stack cubes or throw boomerang. Other games let you
drop chips and move pawns accordingly; if the woman reaches
the well first, all win. There are
also games to rearrange cubes,
a Nim variant of removing cubes
or taking the last cube or spot
where a cube is missing.
A very attractive collection of
familiar mechanisms that are
known in many countries, the
assigning to countries and continents is plausible, rules are
simple and components are
pretty. þ

INFORMATION

is allowed, e.g. holding the
tower while a board is placed or
straightened. When 12 boards
have been placed, all win together. If, however, a board
touches the basis board or the
table, the tower is considered to
have toppled
You can also play the competitive variant: Whoever topples
the stack, scores a penalty point
and you win with fewest penalty points when someone takes
their third penalty point. You
can of course adjust the number
of penalty points to your liking.
Listen to what the raven says
to be sure that the stack is balanced! This is the advice on the
cover - well, the ravens do not
really talk, but you could interpret the placing of discs before
placing the board in that way,
as this is very helpful because
you can assess where weight is
added to the stack and how you
should orient the board. Dexterity and a bit of spatial thinking
will bring success! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4-7

TIME:

30+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: J. Krause, M. Menzel
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Game collection
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Well-assigned to continents
* Some additional information for some games
Compares to:
Game collections by Piatnik, Schmidt, Ravensburger, ASS etc.
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2019
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Stacking, balance
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: cz de en fr it es gr
pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism
* Nicely varied for the
targeted age * Pretty components * Simple rules
Compares to:
Villa Paletti and other level-construction games
Other editions:
Currently none
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KITCHEN RUSH / PLUMBER PANTS t

KITCHEN RUSH

HOURGLASSES FOR PERSONNEL
Joint responsibility for all players for a newly acquired restaurant. Guests are received, orders
taken and meals are cooked and
served. Eight scenarios building
upon each other teach all the
rules of the game. If you have
mastered all scenarios, you can
try your hand at missions with
unpredictable events.
In each scenario you take orders,
cook them and serve them. All

8

play simultaneously. Phases of
a round are: 1. Preparation with
event. 2. Action in real-time,
an external timer is set to the
available time total. You put an
available hourglass on an action
slot, resolve the action and can
relocate the hourglass to another action as soon as it has run
down. Room for hourglasses is
restricted on most action areas.
Available actions are - depend-

PLUMBER PANTS

WILL THE PLUMBER’S PANTS STAY UP?
Master Plumber repairs a
blocked pipe underneath the
sink. For this, he of course needs
tools, and to have easy access to
any tool, he has a tool belt on his
trousers and tools in the toolbox. Children in the house want
to prank the plumber: they put
tools from his toolbox onto his
tool belt and hope that the trousers will fall.
The tools are placed into the
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toolbox and the sink unit is filled
with water from the tap. Players are active in turn; they take
one of the tools in the toolbox
and put it into the tool belt on
Master Plumber’s pants. The
pants, of course, get heavier
and heavier with each tool, and
when they become too heavy
and the trousers fall off, the
player who triggered the sliding-down is sprayed with water

ing on scenarios - waiter, shopping, storage, stove, spices, office or sink. 3. When the timer
has run down: Clean-up with
checking order, paying wages in
later scenarios, and taking prestige bonuses.
Orders are checked for plate
size, ingredients, spices and
cooking time. To successfully
complete a scenario, you serve
two guests in scenario I; in scenario II all players serve 5 to 10
guests together, and in scenario
VIII a non-functional stove, office and lost keys come into
play, with respective action options, and you must achieve
coin and prestige values.
A witty version using hourglasses workers and worker placement; for the first scenarios the
time frame is okay, in later areas
you are pressed for time, despite
having some experience of necessary workflow. Great, hectic
fun, demanding a lot of cooperation and keeping your cool. þ

INFORMATION

from the sink and is out of the
game. All tools are taken off the
belt and put back into the toolbox; to start the game for the
next round, Master Plumber is
pressed down into the sink and
the game is begun by the new
starting player. The last player in
the game wins.
The main mechanism is familiar
from many Hasbro games - for
one reason or another, something is pressed at the unit, or
pulled or added to the game
unit. The integrated random
generator or weight regulator
triggers the game unit which
then rocks on its foundation
or closes its mouth or - as in
Plumber Pants - drops the pants
and sprays water. Familiar, widely used and loved by children and why the sink sprays water
when the plumber drops his
pants is something we do not
really need to know, the main
thing is the surprise effect and
fun. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: D. Turczi, V. Bagiartakis
A: Bartłomiej Kordowski and team
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, real-time
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Hectic cooperation *
Well-working hourglassmechanism * Topic very
well interpreted
Compares to:
Real-time games with a
timer
Other editions:
Artipia (en), Ediciones MasQueOca
(es), Flick Game Studio (pt), Geek Attitude Games (fr), (Stronghold (en)

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2019
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Action, weight limit
Users: For children
Version: de / multi
Rules: de en + 23 languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
Compares to:
Pipi Party, Cowbowschreck
and others
Other editions:
Hasbro (en / fr)

ISSUE 535/536 / NOV/DEC 2019
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PRESENTATION

u QUIZTOPIA / QWIXX ON BOARD

QUIZTOPIA

CORRECT ANSWERS TO COLOR BUILDINGS
The city must be colored to
avoid a movement to the dark
side. The game offers four levels of difficulty and you have 24
questions to achieve the aim of
the game.
Depending on the number of
players you place 3 to 8 buildings dark side up, the rest is
placed colored side up. Dark
buildings are irreversibly lost
with a wrong answer and are

16

colored by a correct one; colored buildings are irreversibly
won with a correct answer and
turn to dark with a wrong one.
You select a building and are
given a question of the building category; you must answer
alone, but can, if available, get
help from an active clue card: All
players name a word for a clue
or give clues by sounds, humming or pantomime. In extreme

QWIXX ON BOARD

MOVE FOR BONUS POINTS
In Qwixx you mark as many
numbers as possible in four color rows, from left to right, gaps
are allowed, but remain! You
use six dice in five colors - two
are white - and a sheet with four
color rows, showing numbers
2 to 12, ascending in rows red
and yellow, descending in rows
green and blue. There is also a
board with a track of numbers
on dice colors, with a bonus

18

8

number underneath.
You roll all dice, add the white
dice and all can, but need not,
mark that number in one of the
rows. In part II of the turn, the
active player can, but need not,
add one white die to any color
die and mark the result in the
color row of the die. If the active
player does not mark in both
parts of the turn, he must mark
a failed roll.

ISSUE 535/536 / NOV/DEC 2019

cases,
Hilfe-in-der-Notkarten
can be used, each one once. In
the more difficult levels, challenge cards are added. If you
answer without using clues, you
can reactivate a used clue card.
Lost and won buildings are removed from the display.
When the last question card
was used and not all necessary
buildings - 8 to 11 depending
on the difficulty level - are won
or more buildings than allowed
are lost, the game is lost; when
all goals of the difficulty level
and the challenges are met, all
win together. Includes a campaign rule - all cities on a board
must be won, and all 12 buildings in QuizCity, the game capital. Challenges are used and lost
cities give you additional questions for later games.
Challenging questions, a nice
meta-game in the campaign
and a nice, well-working additional use for answers which
makes the game more challenging and thrilling. A real titbit for
fans of quiz games! þ

INFORMATION

If you have minimum five marks
in a row, you can close the row
by crossing out the last number
plus the lock symbol - the corresponding color die is taken out
of play.
New in Qwixx on Board is a third
part of a turn - the active player
may move his marker on the
board over up to five free slots
and must then either mark the
number he reached or have that
number marked already on his
sheet.
The game ends with the 4th
failed roll of any player or the
completion of two rows by any
player or - new - the reaching of
one of the five final slots on the
board. All players add up the
values for the number of markings in their row, failed rolls are
-5 points each. The numbers under the positions reached on the
board are bonus points.
A cute and clever extension of
the core Qwixx mechanism,
making the game more tactical; it remains however, as good
and challenging as the original,
again offering great replay value. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

16+

TIME:

45+

Designer: M. & M. Kling
Artist: Astrid Henn, Lisa Bender
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2019
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Quiz, cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Additional using of answers
* Attractive quiz variant
for fans * Good questions
* Challenging campaign
mode
Compares to:
Quiz games making use of answers
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: S. Benndorf, R. Staupe
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: 12+
Publisher: nsv 2019
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Dice management plus
board
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-working, interesting
variant * Rules of the core
game have been expanded
* High replay value
Compares to:
Qwixx and variants
Other editions:
Currently none
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REVOLUTION OF 1828 / RÜCK’S RAUS! t

REVOLUTION OF 1828

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS VS. ANDREW JACKSON
Presidential election in the US
for the 7th president - John Quincy Adams versus Andrew Jackson. This was the first campaign
in which the press was involved,
and, somehow not surprisingly,
with the first smear campaign in
the history of elections and election campaigns.
Four rounds comprise three
phases: 1. Prepare - you draw
three random election tiles for

each of six regions on the board.
2. Campaign - you alternate to
take unclaimed election tiles
from any area of your choice
- Delegates, Smear Campaign
or Campaign actions - and resolve their effects. Delegates
are placed into their Campaign
area on your side; a Smear Campaign is a Delegate Joker of
your choice in the color of the
respective state area. Each of

RÜCK’S RAUS!

GEMS FOR BEARDED BANDITS
A gang of bandits is stronger
than one bandit! So, you command a gang of eight bandits
to comb the thickets of Hotzenwald, searching for gems for you
stash.
The eight bandits in your hand
have values 0 to 7, and you begin with a stash of eight gems.
14 noblemen are shuffled and
eight of them are randomly selected and stacked face-down

www.gamesjournal.at

10

for a game. For a round or trick,
the top nobleman is revealed
and all players simultaneously
select and play a bandit from
their hand. If you played the
strongest one, you receive a
reward from the nobleman you get gems, either the number stated on the card, or you
can select to take zero or eight
gems, or you can give back
gems, or you select your left- or

the seven types of Campaign
Actions is usually resolved immediately, some of them later,
and are placed - after they were
resolved - into your personal
campaign area. 3. Count votes:
Majorities of Campaign tiles in
your own Campaign area gives
you three votes; the majority of
delegates in a state area gives
you one vote; if you are represented alone in a state area, you
score two votes and in case of
a tie in delegates, no votes are
scored for that area. If you hold
the Elector of the state, you
get an additional vote. Then all
tiles but the Smear Campaign
tiles are removed - if you then
hold the Editor, you must give a
vote to your opponent for each
Smear Campaign on your side.
After four rounds, you win with
most votes.
Abstract despite the topic, but
a clever game with thinking
ahead over several moves - an
attractive, well-working game
for two with unexpected solid
depths. þ

INFORMATION

righthand neighbor to receive
five gems from general stock
or to make him give back two
gems into stock, or you can
present two gems to any player
of your choice.
In case of a tie, all players receive
the reward; if you the tied for selecting a player, players must do
so simultaneously by pointing
a finger. BUT: Several bandits
of strength 7 in a round cancel
each other out. If there are only
bandits of the same value in a
round, nobody receives a reward. If you played the weakest
bandit or are in a tie for weakest
player, you get pity gems. If you
have the secondmost gems after eight rounds, you win.
For a variant, you can look at the
eight chosen nobles, shuffle and
stack them face-down again, so
that you know what rewards will
be coming but not when.
A cute little card game with
some tactics; you know the reward and can try to influence
gem stashes. But do not forget,
only second-best is best! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Stefan Feld
Artist: A. Jung, Atelier198
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publ.: Frosted Games / Pegasus 2019
www.frostedgames.de

EVALUATION
Politics, conflicts, assignment
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Monochromatic graphics *
Very good rules * Abstract
despite topic * (c) Image
daloester, BGG
Compares to:
Political two-faction simulations
Other editions:
Arrakis Games (es), Renegade Game
Studios (en)

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Antonin Boccara
Artist: Alexander Jung c
Price: a. 13 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2019
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Tricking, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Pretty components * Quite some tactic
from rewards
Compares to:
Tricking for highest or lowest value in a trick
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u SHAUN DAS SCHAF / SONAR FAMILY

SHAUN DAS SCHAF

WO STECKEN SHAUN & CO?
This time it’s the animals on the
Mossy Bottom Farm that are
rebelling against taking orders
from the farmer and have decided to hide. The farmer, of course,
does not think this funny at all
and tries to find the animals. The
animals in turn are not making it
easy for him because they keep
switching places.
The circular board with six locations is laid out; you put one

6

animal chip in random order,
question mark up, front of each
location. All animal cards are displayed openly.
The active player rolls the die.
Depending on the result, you
move the farmer pawn to any of
the six locations and look at the
animal chip on your own; or you
move the farmer to any location
and show the animal chip to all
players; in both cases you put

SONAR FAMILY

WHERE IS THE OPPOSING SUBMARINE?
Two submarines in silent conflict; players are captains or radio operators. The captain steers
the submarine and activates
weapons and technical systems
while the radio operator tries to
locate the opposing submarine.
All players have their maps. Behind the screen, captains select
the starting positions for their
submarine; the maps have obstacles that cannot be crossed,

20

8

and the boundaries of the four
quadrants cannot be crossed
by torpedoes. The captain announces the direction of his
one-step movements, and the
opposing radio operator marks
them, starting at a fictitious
point. He tries, by shifting his
transparency, to deduce the
location of the boat; a captain
cannot cross his own course!
Each movement step provides

ISSUE 535/536 / NOV/DEC 2019

the chip back face-down. Or you
move the farmer one step in any
direction along the paths and
look at the chip or you switch
two chips without looking at
them, and then roll again; or
you take two chips, shuffle them
face-down and put them back ,
again without looking at them,
and re-rolling afterwards.
If you think that you know all
hideouts, you announce this in
your turn and put the animal
card next to the respective animal chip. Then you check the arrangement on your own - if all is
correct you have won and reveal
all animal chips; if not, you are
out of the game and the others
continue to play.
Again, you find animals, and
again a standard topic often
used in games for children, has
been implemented very attractively and well-working; the
challenge is to remember all six
locations correctly before trying to solve! Well-made, nicely
designed fun for little memo
artists. þ

INFORMATION

one energy unit. Additional action options for the captain are
sonar activation for two energy
- the opposing captain must
name row or column of his submarine, silent creeping without
naming the direction for three
energy and firing torpedo for
four energy. The captain can
also surface the submarine, but
must name the exact position;
the complete course so far is
erased! This gives him full movement again.
When a submarine is hit by a
torpedo, it takes 1 damage. If it
takes the second damage from
a hit, the opposing team wins.
Includes a real-time version.
A very well-made revised version of Sonar, with an impressive real-time option - teams
play simultaneously, but only
for maneuvers - for all other
captain’s actions the game is
stopped. A game recommended for families and all who prefer
a simplified version of Captain
Sonar due to the fewer number
of players needed. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Sven M. Kübler
Artist: Sabine Kondirolli, Huch!
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Memo, searching
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty components
* Multiple memorizing
necessary * Trains concentration
Compares to:
Memo games in general
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: R. Fraga, Y. Lemmonier
Artist: Xavier Gueniffey Durin
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Position deduction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr kr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simplified version of
Captain Sonar * Revised
edition of Sonar * Includes
real-time variant
Compares to:
Sonar, Battleship, other
position deduction games
Other editions:
Foxgames (pl), Mandoo Games (kr),
Matagot (en fr)
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STINKY / TERRAMARA t

STINKY

GREEN AND STINKING!
A stinking green monster has
appeared! What can we do?
Well we can fight the monster
and its underlings by washing
them, throwing a die. Stinky and
his reek cards are laid out in a
vertical row, his five underlings,
too, but separately. 25 items are
dealt evenly to players, the remaining one in case of 2, 3 or 4
players begins the open display
of items in the 5x5 grid.

8
The active player decides to either A) announcing an item or B)
to try to wash Stinky.
If the active player selects A),
he names a type of item and
a number according to given
rules; each active flower reduces
reek by one, for each garbage
Stinky grows by an additional
body card, insecticides chase
away underlings and lid or soap
come into play when washing

TERRAMARA

ACTION IN A STILT HOUSE VILLAGE
Players are chieftains in stilt
houses villages in northern Italy,
approx. 1.500 B.C.! The clans
people of those villages were
traders and travelled between
the Alps mountains and the
plains of river Po. As chieftain
you want to develop your clan
and increase its range. For those
plans you develop new technologies and with them new and
useful artifacts.

www.gamesjournal.at

You send workers =clan members to action cases in the home
region, the territory, crossroads,
to a special action case or into
your own hut - resulting actions
relate to
resources, processing of resources, producing of artifacts
- the production chain is always
unprocessed resource -> processed resource -> artifact. Artifacts come in four categories

Stinky. If you hold the named
item, you put it into the grid; if
you hold it yourself, you have
another turn.
If you select B), you throw the
die at Stinky in lieu of soap - if it
ends up on Stinky and shows a
six, you wash, but unfortunately
all underlings must be washed
first. If you cannot achieve six
with soap in the display, the turn
ends; if you then can use a lid,
you have avoided punishment
by Stinky’s tongue and have
another try to wash. Successful washes give you a Cleaning
Point, and the game is restarted.
Whoever collects the necessary number of cleaning points
- in relation to player numbers
- wins.
A cute topic and an interesting mix of mechanisms. You
rival for cleaning points, but try
to achieve a display that gives
you lots of lids and soap, which
helps your opponents in their
tries to wash Stinky. Felicitous
family fun with throws at a target! þ

INFORMATION

- tools, weapons, earthen wares
and clothes, each category in
three levels; artifacts give you
victory points and have special
effects. Other action options are
acquisition of culture or range,
upgrading of military power,
acquisition of character cards
for advantages, warriors as additional clan members, etc. If
all players have sent out all
their clan members, the round
ends. After five rounds you win
with most victory points from
VP tiles, artifacts, game-end effects on cards, military ranking,
caravans at the end of the road,
outposts with a flag and from
processed and unprocessed resources, and you must deduct 5
points for each reserved artifact.
Terramara offers very attractive
worker placement using beautiful components and comprising felicitous interaction effects;
the game flow is fluent and very
varied due to the modular setup; each round also brings new
aspects die to board rearrangements. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

TIME:

8+

30+

Designer: Yusuke Sato
Artist: Kawataro
Price: ca. 16 Euro
P: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand 2019
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Tactical placement, throws
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: de en es jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute topic * Interesting
mix of mechanisms *
Tactic from naming items
* Includes a simple mode *
(c) Image Cliquenabend
Compares to:
Games with throwing die and naming items
Other editions:
Ediciones Primigenio (es)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Acchitocca
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2019
www.quined.nl

EVALUATION
Worker placement, development
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Masterprint 25 * Extremely
classy and beautiful components * Standard topic *
Modular board
Compares to:
Worker placement in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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u TETRIS DUELL / TUKI

TETRIS DUELL

VERTICAL WITH TWO COLORS!
Analogue game unit for Tetris
for two players, nicely made up
from a vertical slit matrix set into
a unit with LCD display including a random generator and
indicators for the active player!
Each player has 25 Tetriminos,
which are pieces made up from
four squares in varying arrangements. The unit is set up and
started. You select one of two
game modes, and the unit lights

6

up a transparent block to indicate who is active player. Then
the LCD display shows the Tetrimino that you must enter into
the vertical matrix. When the
display shows the joker symbol,
you can use any piece of your
choice. Then the newly inserted
piece touches other pieces of its
color or completes a row, you
score points - gaps score penalty points. Points are always

TUKI

BUILDING WITH STONES AND SNOW
Tukiliit are items of importance
and meaning for Inuit, they
use them for instance to point
the way to the next village. We
construct them from stones and
snow blocks.
At the start you decide on a standard game using three blocks or
an advanced game using four
blocks. In a standard game you
receive one block each in gray,
blue and purple and one snow

22

8

block of each of four shapes,
in the advanced game an additional one orange block. One
player as scout rolls the die and
places the template; in a game
of four, he does not participate
in the round.
A template Tukilik card is placed
in the orientation indicated by
the animal on the die; all then
quickly construct the depicted
Tukilik, on a basis of snow blocks

ISSUE 535/536 / NOV/DEC 2019

scored by pressing the respective button accordingly - once
for touching one of your Tetriminos and trice for completing a row. If you manage both
with one piece, you score four
points. If you completed a row,
you have another turn. Each gap
in the size of one square scores
one penalty point.
The unit offers two game modes:
1. Schnell - each player as 60 seconds for a complete turn; if you
score a second or even more additional moves after completing
rows, the unit does NOT restart
at 60 seconds for the additional
moves. Using more time incurs
penalty points. 2. Countdown:
Each player has 1200 seconds
for the complete game; if you
have more time left, you score
2000 bonus points.
An old favorite, modernized and
well-working - the mechanical
entering of scores, however, is
a but error-prone, especially
when scoring chain moves
where you want to be quick to
get a chance for another move!
þ

INFORMATION

if so indicated by the die. Snow
blocks can be used for support or counterweights. When
all are done, all constructs are
controlled - when all are built
correctly, the slowest player
takes the template card, or else
the player who made a mistake.
In case of several players with
mistakes, the card goes to the
player who finished his construct first. Whoever receives
the card, is scout of the next
round. If someone takes his fifth
card, the other player is the winner in a game of two players; in
a game of three and four, the
player with five cards is scout for
a final round, does not play and
the winner is the player who finishes first in this final round.
A very sophisticated variant of
the
use-blocks-according-to
template mechanism; cards
show only the positions of the
colored blocks; you must deduce the use and placement
of snow blocks for support or
counterweight yourself. Attractive, challenging and interesting! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2019
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Area filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Vertical version, based
on the video game * Two
colors only * Only Tetrimino
pieces * Mechanical scoring
is error-prone
Compares to:
All area filling games using Tetriminos
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Artist: Chris Quilliams
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publ.: Next Move Games 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Construction, templates
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract topic * Sophisticated building-with-blocks
version * Elegant, attractive
design
Compares to:
Make ‚n‘ Break, all construction games using blocks
Other editions:
Hobby Japan (jp), Next Move Games
(en)
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UNDO / WIZARD WÜRFELSPIEL t

UNDO

BLUT IM RINNSTEIN
UNDO - a new game mechanism based on deduction and
decisions taken by all players
together. We are destiny weavers and are tasked to change
the outcome of a recent event
- usually death - by changing
things in the past, working with
13 story cards carrying partial
information. The stories are set
at some point in modern times
and have roots in various earlier

10
epochs - this can be millions of
years in case of a Cthulhu topic
or something as relatively recent like the time before World
War I.
The game features 13 story
cards, one of them is revealed
at the start, it tells the current
status of events, usually finding
a corpse. For each story card
there are a clue card and three
fate cards. Fronts of story cards

WIZARD WÜRFELSPIEL

PREDICT DICE ROLL RESULTS
Wizard Kartenspiel is renowned
for predicting the number of
your tricks.. In Wizard Würfelspiel
you predict dice results.
The active player is Seer of
the round and has seven dice,
showing one symbol for each
of four colors - blue for humans,
red for dwarves, green for elves
and yellow for giants - and one
symbol each for Wizard and
Jester. The Seer predicts the

www.gamesjournal.at
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number of a colored symbol he
will roll. Then all players in turn
make their own prediction, different from all previously made
predictions. You cannot predict
Wizards, Jesters or results already scored. If you made the
highest prediction in a color different from the color chosen by
the Seer, you will be Seer in the
next round.
The current Seer then deter-

are only marked with a point in
time, clue cards name persons
or locations or items on the
front.
We decide together which cards
- in any order - we reveal and
read; each one costs a timecard.
Four Magnifying Glass cards allow us to read four clue cards.
Then, we we again decide together on one of three actions
offered by the story card and
receive no points or plus points
or minus points from the corresponding Fate card. After nine
cards we add points earned
with Fate cards points and learn
from the game-end cards if we
succeeded. Blut im Rinnstein
takes to the Roaring Twenties in
America, to speculation, lack of
money and gangs.
UNDO offers a new game
mechanisms with thrilling challenges to deduction, spotting
of clues, recognizing dead ends
and sometimes simple guessing
about the decision on a given
card. I believe it’s and, generally,
suitable for families, but the given age is a necessary minimum
limit. þ

INFORMATION

mines a color for the Wizard
symbols in the result - he can
select the color of his symbol
prediction - and then rolls up
to three times; each player can
opt out and score the current
roll - with X for a correct prediction, differences in numbers
give penalty points and 0 can be
entered if you decide to use the
Jester score for 1 to 5 Jesters in
the roll. When the Seer opts out,
all players who did not yet score
must score this roll. If someone
marks his 9th X, all total their
sheet for X and bonuses and
penalty points.
In the variant with Magic cards
you reveal a random Magic Card
for each round which changes
the rules for the current round,
e.g. the first roll is done before
you make a prediction.
Of course, this is somewhat less
tactical than the card game, but
as good and offering as much
fun to play; the symbols from
the card game provide flair and
the Magic cards provide interesting rule modifications. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: L. Zach, M. Palm
Artist: Fröhlich, Töpfer, Wiese
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Deduction, decision, cooperation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New game mechanic * Ingenious mix of deduction,
discussion and guessing
* Additional themes
available * Can be played
repeatedly
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
dV Giochi (it), Ediciones MasQueOca
(es), Gigamic (fr), Pegasus (en), White
Goblin Games (nl),

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Daan Kreek
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, result prediction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Wizard Feeling due to use
of symbols * Interesting
rule modifications from
spell cards * Lots of fun
to play
Compares to:
Wizard for prediction mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

3 SECRETS CRIME TIME

BUCHSTABEN-DOMINO

Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Pierluca Zizzi

Publisher: Haba
Designers: Haba Redaktion Spiel & Buch

CIRCLE THE WAGON

6

Publisher: Quined Games
Designers: Steven Aramini, Danny Devine, Paul
Kluka

8

As a detective you travel across time with supercomputer HAL
and solve puzzles; one player is HAL and helps. Within 15 minutes, five per secret that is, all three secrets must be uncovered,
play in cooperative mode is simultaneously. A card featuring
the main character and one element for each case is drawn. The
detective may only speak when asked and may only answer
“yes”, “no”, “not quite” and “this is irrelevant”. He has one clue per
secret which he can tell anytime. This halves the remaining time
for the secret. Competitive play in teams is possible; HAL assists
both teams. A free App is available for download, but you can
play without it. Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Domino cards show an image in one half and two letters in their
other half. You always put a suitable letter-end next to an image
end, and a suitable image next to a legger-end. In the variant
Drachenlauf , 12 cards lay out in a circle, the dragon moves on it
by dice results; you can discard suitable cards according to his
location and draw a card. In the variant ABC Domino, all form the
standard domino row display, letter next to image and image
next to letter. In both variants you win, if you are out of cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

You build a town in the Wild West. Three scoring cards determine condition for a game, 15 landscape cards are laid out in a
circle, each showing four of six terrains - Plains, Mountain, Snow,
Forest, Water or Desert. You take the first possible card from the
circle or skip cards to take one further along. Skipped cards are
handed to your opponent, who must take them. Received or
taken cards are added to your town, adjacent to minimum one
landscape or by placing it over a landscape. When all cards are
placed, you score one point for your biggest area of each terrain
and bonuses for meeting conditions from the scoring cards.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Cooperative deduction for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Educational placement game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Card placement for 2 players, ages 8+

COLOUR CHAMELEON
Publisher: Jumbo Diset

DER KLEINE RABE SOCKE BUCHSTABENSUCHE

3

Publisher: Amigo Spiele
Designer: Reinhard Staupe

6

DOPPELT SO CLEVER
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele
Designer: Wolfgang Warsch

8

Chameleons have lost their color points. Each player receives a
chameleon tile and one color piece for each of the six colors. You
roll the color die and can place a color piece into the tile if the
color on the die corresponds to the color of the first free hole in
the chameleon, beginning at its head. If you are first to fill your
chameleon, you win. As a variant, you can play with placing corresponding colors without adhering to the sequence.
Series Ecogame 100 % recycled, rules available as download
only.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

23 cards show two items and two - not corresponding - first letters. A summary board shows all items with their first letters. The
active player forms a pair with item and first letter by combining
one of his three cards in hand with one of the three cards in
the open display. Image or letter that you used in the display
are marked with a chip and are now blocked for the round; you
keep your card in hand. If you cannot form a pair, you are out
of the round. The last one in play wins the round and discards
one of his cards in hand. For a new round, three new cards are
displayed. If you discard your last card, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You mark dice values in five colors for points and win after 4-6
rounds with most points from color areas and foxes. After action/
bonus at the start of a round you roll all available dice, select
one for your first dice slot and mark the value in the color area;
this can unlock actions. Then you put all dice smaller than the
chosen one onto the plate and repeat this rolling, selecting and
setting aside twice. Then the other players select a dice value
from the plate for marking. New are a silver die - if selected, you
can also mark values of set-aside dice - and a possible combination of white + blue dice as well as a new scoring sheet.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Colour dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Pair formation with cards for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Variant of Ganz schön clever for 1-4 players, ages 8+

FABULANTICA

Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Marco Teubner

GO5

6

Publisher: nsv
Designer: Armin Mumper

LOGICUS LEOLINO

6

Publisher: HUCH!
Designer: Ivon Kohn

5

As an adventurer in the fairy tale country of Fabulantica you travel the
lands, meet its residents and help to locate missing residents by completing tasks. Story tale characters are set on the board, covered with towers
and then shuffled. Three task cards featuring one Seeker and one Lost
Person are displayed. You hold five travel cards from the stack for horse,
donkey, camel, ship and Flying Carpet; four each landscape you want to
cross, you play the corresponding card and uncover a tower, if you reach
it. If you found a Seeker, you take the respective task card and try to find
the Lost Person. If you succeed, you turn over the task and put the person
+ tower back on the board on a free case. If you are first to complete
three tasks, you win! Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You are dealt 7 cards out of 49 cards showing number, color and
pattern plus three stop cards and three joker cards. One card
begins the discard pile. You lay out sets of three cards or - when
you have laid out a set of 3 - add one card per turn to one of your
sets, and refill your hand as stated. Sets are cards showing the
same number, color or pattern. You can swap a card with any
set on the table and use it immediately. Stop cards cause the
next player to pass his turn. A set of five cards is a Go5, ends the
round and you score sets on the table and cards in hand. If you
achieve the score determined at the start of the game, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Animals want to test various compounds in the new zoo. Each
of the 60 puzzles in four levels of difficulty asks to place animals
according to the template and to set up kiosks, too. Four colored
paths connect five locations each and cross each other at certain
locations; sometimes the shape of a location is given for an animal; a question mark demands animal or kiosk at a location and
sometimes you must find the correct sequence for a group on a
given path. A head + question mark asks you to find the animal
for path or location, for white arrows the correct path. Solutions
are included. Series Logicus.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu it nl ru * In-game text: no

Travel game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Logic and position puzzles for 1 player, ages 5+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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